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Open Letter from the President 

I hope our Autumn edition of the Newsletter finds our readers and their families, including all the furry ones, 

enjoying the cooler temperatures and beautiful colors of the fall season. 

As you read this edition, you will see our editor has included a thank you note from me to the supporters of our 

summer Match show.  We have had 3 events recently, the Match, followed by an AKC Responsible Dog 

Owners event and then our Supported Entry at the Brookhaven Kennel Club show.  Each event featured our 

Club/Rescue tent with information about Springers, our Rescue Boutique, plenty of food & drink, and of course 

some Springers for visitors to meet and greet.  SO, I JUST WANT TO TAKE THIS ‘FRONT PAGE’ 

OPPORTUNITY TO THANK EACH AND EVERYONE WHO HELPED TO MAKE THESE EVENTS HUGE 

SUCCESSES!!!!!!!!!!  Yes of course I am referring to the volunteers & those who entered their Springers in the 

events, & of course those special Springers who greeted visitors with wagging tails for hours, but thank you 

also to adoptive homes who brought their Springers for a visit, and even one former adoptive home traveling 

home to NJ that stopped by to reconnect with us and now will be sharing their home with another Springer in 

the future. 

We are truly fortunate to be such an active club with a rescue program but we really, really need more foster 

homes.  Won’t you please consider becoming a foster home?????????  More information about fostering can 

be obtained by calling Gini Titterton, Susan Jonis, or Karen Markiewicz. (., I would ask anyone interested in 

discussing fostering to email rescue at, rescue@springerspaniel.org and we will forward your request to one, 

two, or all 3 gals who can speak from experience what fostering entails. 

Marge 

Upcoming Events 

Sunday, March 23, 2014– Designated Specialty with Bronx Kennel Club.   

We will be offering Puppy and Veteran Sweeps with Judge Linda Vaughn.  Our breed judge is Kathy Lorentzen, a springer 
breeder.  This will be Bronx’s 100th anniversary show, and should be spectacular!  The show is March 23, 2014 in Edison 
NJ, part of the March Madness Cluster with New Brunswick Kennel Club.  Big Apple Sporting Society,  Garden State Non-
Sporting and NJ Herding Group shows are on Thursday night and New Brunswick Kennel Club is Fri and Sat. The site is 
the NJ Convention and Exposition Center, 97 Sunfield Ave., Edison, NJ 
We will have a space ringside for our booth and boutique.  Hosting a specialty takes a lot of work. We have the trophies, 
we have the judges, we will have the entries, we will have the boutique and hospitality goodies…what we need is YOU!  
Please contact Gail Schuljan at ESSCLI@optimum.net if you can join us to help out. 

The English Springer Spaniel 

Club of Long Island, Inc. 

Autumn 2013 Newsletter 
 

mailto:rescue@springerspaniel.org
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Friday, May 16, 2014 and Saturday, May 17, 2014 – Supported and Designated Specialty with Ladies 

Kennel Association of America   

We will be offering Puppy and Veteran Sweepstakes.  Judges to be announced.  Our annual club meeting will be held in 

conjunction with the Specialty on Saturday.  Location:  Planting Fields Arboretum, Oyster Bay, NY 

CLUB NEWS 

Order your 2014 Rescue Calendar!  $20 each plus $2 shipping   

Thank you for so many terrific pictures to choose from…I wish we could have used them all!  The calendars still 

have to go to print, so please be patient! If you order by 11/30/2013, you will have it in time for the perfect 

Holiday gift.  To order your calendar, please visit our web-site at www.springerspaniel.org or send your 

request and payment to:  Gail Schuljan  120  9th Ave, Holtsville, NY  11742   Please make checks payable to 

ESSCLI Rescue.  For information, ESSCLI@optimum.net 

The calendar dogs are:  Daisey Muro, JD Bobrowich, Kingston Burns, Oscar Peim, Maddie Chapman, Maverick 

McMahon, Wallace Oliver, Benny Johannesen, Chumly LaRose, Remy Mikell, Oliver Walker, and Gabe 

Symonds.  

ESSCLI Breed Match and Suffolk County Kennel Club 6th Annual AKC Canine 

Experience.  From our President Marge Silverthorn… 

Thank you all so much for all your efforts to make the 2013 Match a success and a fun day for all. 

We sure were well fed throughout the day, thank you for all the goodies you brought, a great variety for all to enjoy!  
Cheryl, Kevin, & Carol, it wouldn’t be a Match Show without entries, thank you for sharing your “fur babies” for all to 
enjoy watching and showing. Cheryl, a special note of appreciation for sharing Nora with Wade for Junior Handling!! 
Joyce made her conformation showing debut with a pup, and Scott of course was right there to handle pups both in our 
Match and the afternoon Match as well. AND IT WOULDN’T BE A MATCH SHOW WITHOUT JUDGES, THANK YOU GAIL 
AND SCOTT!!!!!!!!!!! 
Special thanks to Gini for being THE ONE person to man the Rescue Boutique when others were running around 
elsewhere!! Of course thank you to everyone there for helping with the Rescue sales and EDUCATION. 
As a Club with a Rescue Program, we are truly fortunate to have so many “workers” at our events. Just yesterday I heard 
that one club scheduled to be there could not get any volunteers to come help with their ring and were noticeably 
absent. leaving a void for folks who came to attend and participate with their dogs. A few other clubs didn’t show up to 
educate the public about their breed, how sad.  
Did I forget something?????? Probably, but that doesn’t mean we all didn’t appreciate it!! 
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR ALL YOU DID TO MAKE THE DAY YET ANOTHER SPECIAL AND SUCCESSFUL EVENT!!!!!!!!!!! 
Marge  

http://www.springerspaniel.org/
mailto:ESSCLI@optimum.net
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And the winners are (Drum roll Please!): 

Best in Match and Best Adult in Match – Piece, owned and loved by Cheryl Kraft 

Best of Opposite Sex Adult – Jack, owned and loved by Jerry Bassolino 

Best Puppy in Match – McCallan – owned and loved by Sandy & Danny Leddy 

Best of Opposite Puppy – Tessa, owned and loved by Carol & Kevin Dolan 

Puppy Sweepstakes:  Best in Sweeps – McCallan  

Best of Opposite in Sweeps – Tessa  

Veteran Sweepstakes:  Best Sweeps from the 9-11 Years Class, NORA owned and loved by Cheryl Kraft 

A BIG CHEER for Wade Holden, Best Junior Handler…Grandpa Kevin was very proud!!!!! 

    

    

 

AKC Responsible Dog Ownership Day 
This was our 2nd Annual RDO Day. The weather was gorgeous, and so were the dogs that represented our breed.  Thank 

you Diana Witt and Frank Schneider and Cheryl Kraft and Steve for bringing such great canine ambassadors with you.  As 

always, there was plenty of food, the rescue boutique, and an abundance of good will and laughter.  A big thank you to 

Diana, Frank, Cheryl, Steve, Gail Schuljan, Scott Gillis, Marge Silverthorn, Joyce and John Rienzo for making the RDO a 

very enjoyable and successful event.  Marge received a thank you call from the organizer, very complimentary, and with 

special thanks for our donation to the Military Working Dog Association. So special thanks to Joyce for her table 

dedicated to raising those funds and to those of you who supported the raffles & contests that benefited the MWDA.  As 

always, ESSCLI & ESSCLI-Rescue is very fortunate to have all of you as supporters & members!!!!!!!!! 
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Supported Entry and Meet the Breed Booth with Suffolk County Kennel Club 

It was a beautiful day for a dog show.  Club members showed up with their dogs, terrific food, and the rescue boutique.  

Many thanks to our canine ambassadors:  Aries, Az, and Dozer Witt with Diana Witt and her sister Louisa; Lacey Dolan 

with Carol and Kevin Dolan; Nora, Too, Piece, and Z with Cheryl Kraft and Steve Thomaszewski; McCallan Leddy with 

Sandy and Dan Leddy.  Marge Silverthorn, Gail Schuljan, Scott Gillis, and Ann Barile (who also represented Canine 

Companions for Independence) joined the festivities.  

And the envelope please…. 

Judge Mrs. Toby Frisch awarded Best in Veteran Sweepstakes to KC’s Lacey of Limerick, owned by Carol and Kevin Dolan 

Judge Mrs. Carole Beattie awarded Best of Breed to GCH Cerise’s Chanel Exclusif owned by Nancy Bitters 

Best of Opposite Sex, Best of Winners, and Winners Bitch – Laurdan’s Moon Song owned by Daniel & Lauretta Duthie 

Reserve Winners Bitch – Aspatuck’s Piece and Qs owned by Cheryl Kraft 

Winners Dog – KC’s McCallan Leddy owned by Sandy & Danny Leddy & Kevin Dolan 

   

AKC Adds New Advanced Level Community Canine Title To Popular Canine Good Citizen 

Program by americankennelclub  

Giving responsible dog owners a whole new level of achievement for their dogs, the American Kennel Club has 

developed a new advanced level title – AKC Community Canine – as part of the Canine Good Citizen (CGC) training 

program, which recognizes the dogs’ good manners at home and in the community. The program has rewarded more 

than 600,000 dogs and their owners who have passed the test. 

Now, with the introduction of AKC Community Canine, the AKC’s CGC program provides a comprehensive three- level 

training program for you and your dog. Beginning with AKC S.T.A.R. Puppy, progressing to Canine Good Citizen and now 

to AKC Community Canine, the CGC program trains dogs through all stages of life to be well behaved in society. 

Check out more about AKC Community Canine here and learn how you can make your dog the most polite pooch on the 

block!  For more information go to www.AKC.org 

The Winner’s Circle 

Cheryl Kraft has been one busy handler:  CGC is a new title. The Aspatuck pooches earned three this year - Nora, Too and 

Piece.  Z earned her RA title this year. According to AKC reports she is the top scoring Rally Advanced A ESS January to 

June 2013. She got her first Rally Excellent A leg this past weekend. Piece got her NJP (novice jumper preferred) title 

September 21, 2013. She got her first Rally Novice B leg on September 29. 

And just so you know who Cheryl’s dogs are, here are their very impressive names: 

 Ch Constant Late Breaking News RN OA OAJ NAP NJP NF CGC = Nora 

 Ch Aspatuck's Too Makes Four RN Nap OJP CGC = Too 

 Aspatuck's A to Z RA = Z 

 Aspatuck's Piece and Qs NJP CGC = Piece 
 

Hooray for GCH Wicksford’s Archy McRally RN BN who added his Beginner Novice title to name.  Archy and Scott Gillis 

completed the title at the Nassau County Training Club Obedience and Rally Trial on September 29, 2013. 

http://www.akc.org/
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Dog Tales   

Our ESS’s are regular news hounds and all round gossips!  Here’s what’s happening in our 
springer community! 

Diana Witt and Frank Schneider enjoyed trips to their new summer home with all FOUR 

dogs… Josh and Jan Walker tell us Oliver loves being up at the lake house, and on the boat where Oliver likes to jump off 
the back of the swim platform, and Josh going in after him…Karen Markiewiez and Diana Witt spent a lovely summer’s 
day with Charles Lauer and his adopted springer Dottie…Evelyn Beede and Emmie have been enjoying boating, Emmie 
looks so cute in her life vest!...Z Kraft spent the summer going to work with Steve and kept the golf course clear of 
birds…While Nora Kraft enjoyed spending time with her favorite little person, Grace! 

    

 

WHY I CHOSE AN ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIELScott Gillis:  Twenty-five years ago, my wife, Gail, wanted a Gordon 

Setter; I wanted an American Cocker Spaniel.  After much debate, Gail mentioned that a friend of hers, Marge, used 

to go tracking with her Springer named Brittney.  The tracking interested me, so we did some research on the English 

Springer Spaniel, and a few months later, Sir Charles Chips II joined us.  It turned out that the Marge was Marge 

Silverthorn and the dog was actually not Brittney, but Brooke who earned her tracking titles. 
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From the Archives:  Field Trials   

 

This October ESSCLI will host its largest field trial ever!  With over 80 dogs entered during this two day field 
trial, the Club’s reputation resounds amongst Trialers as the place to be.  But how did all of this start?  Going 
back into the newsletter archive, the following article written by Frank Patinelli in our 2004 Newsletter tells 
the story. 
 

It was not until the 1980s that the Club began the process to be licensed by the AKC to hold field trials.  
In order to obtain this license the Club had to hold a certain number of sanctioned trials.  These 
informal trials were sanctioned by the AKC and were run over a period of years.  Once we had the 
required number of sanctioned trials the Club had to offer a more structured trial(s), which included 
sending out entry forms and having participants submit formal entries to the Club.  These A trials, as 
they were referred to, included all the necessary steps that were needed to hold a licensed trial.  The 
AKC sent a representative to observe these trials and a report was submitted by the representative to 
the AKC indicating our ability to conduct a trial. 
 
In going through the required steps to obtain licensing it was always an issue as to where the trial 
would be held.  The AKC insisting that it be held on Long Island and our contention that there were not 
suitable trial grounds on the Island to hold one.  In fact the first sanctioned trial was held upstate in 
Lafayetteville.  After scheduling the trial and preparing for it the AKC informed the Club that it was not 
going to sanction it!  Since it was scheduled to be held we went ahead with it.  To the best of my 
recollection it did not count toward our required number of B trails that were needed before we could 
hold our A trials(s).  The sanctioned trials were all held on the DEC Navy property in Calverton (on Long 
Island). 
 
The AKC finally agreed to allow us to hold our first licensed trial off the Island.  It was held at the 
Lafayetteville grounds.  We continue to hold our trials upstate; however, it has become increasingly 
difficult to obtain suitable grounds.  Going through the necessary steps to obtain AKC approval was no 
easy task and required much time, effort and perseverance on the part of the members involved 
during those years.  We continue to hold a licensed trial each year thanks to John Lamendola and Kevin 
Dolan.   
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Mulligan Farnsworth was adopted 7/31/13. He is enjoying life in Vermont with 2 ponds in his 

back yard, a wonderful life! Here he is shown as the proud victor, making sure the duck doesn't 

take his place as animal of the house. 

 

 

 

Chester lost both of his senior owners in April, and moved in with the younger members of 

the family. Loretta loved him, but was concerned that he wasn't comfortable around her 

children and their friends. Worry no more! Frank Bonem of New York City adopted Chester on 

9/7/2013. 

 

Gabe Symonds was adopted by Dawn and Gary on 8/4/13. He has landed in a life 
that is a dream come true. We love hearing about all of Gabe's antics, our favorite 
is when he attacks the laundry basket!  Here he is wishing all of you a wonderful 
autumn. Look at him, so proud to be part of this festive display. 

 

Charlie came up from North Carolina to join John and Laura Foley from Pearl River NY. They adopted 
him on August 3, 2013. Although his previous family loved him very much, he didn't want to coexist 
with a rescued rabbit and cat. Now he has the run of the house, and is living a wonderful life, with a 
great rescue family.  

 

This is sweet Riley, a 10 year old boy, who really needed to be rescued! He was living with a 
relative after his owner passed away, and was left alone for long hours while she worked. 
Lucky for him, Sue and Eric from PA came along, specifically asking to adopt a senior. This is 
what Sue wrote. "PEOPLE ARE MISSING SO MUCH BY NOT ADOPTING A SENIOR. WE 
WOULD AND WILL DEFINITELY AGAIN. HE IS A DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH. I DON'T SEE HIS 
LUMPS AND BUMPS, I SEE A BEAUTIFUL GENTLE SOUL THAT ACCEPTS LOVE FROM A 
LUMPY BUMPY OLDER LADY". Thanks so very much Sue and Eric for giving Riley a 
wonderful home 

Tricks for Treats!  Thank you to Carolyn Mulderig for sharing such great Halloween 

pictures and special memories of a special dog. I have attached a few photos of Lady Godiva (yes, 

they are quite old!!). They surely bring back some awesome memories - of both the boys being 

small and of course, our very first, much loved springer. My very first dog ever! Each of these 

costumes won a blue ribbon at the Bethpage Fair. She wore the bee costume the last Halloween 
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we spent together. I remember sewing the wings on it as Larry and I traveled to the Bobst Hospital in NYC to pick her 

up after her liver surgery. I thought the surgeon would fall over laughing when he saw me in the waiting room 

working on it. She wore every costume proudly and walked along with us as we took the kids trick-or-treating. She 

also loved to "answer" the door for the trick-or-treaters that knocked on our door. I don't know whose face lit up 

brighter, hers or the kids that unexpectedly encountered her on the other side of the door with her stubby tail 

wagging a mile a minute! Not one ounce of trouble did she ever give me when I was fitting the patterns to her stout, 

little body. She simply loved the attention, masking tape, paper bag patterns, or elastic never bothered her! She had 

the patience of a saint as I designed and redesigned each creation.  

   

 
Cleaning up Dog Messes by americankennelclub 

By Mara Bovsun 

With some planning and know-how, we can learn to live with the less tidy aspects of our canine companions 

while keeping our human sense of propriety intact. Here’s how: 

1. Slobber- For drool on glass, a traditional home recipe calls for white or apple-cider vinegar, water, and 

elbow grease. Other recipes add rubbing alcohol and a couple of drops of scented essential oils, such as 

lavender. Some companies have developed products specifically for this problem. Bissell, for example, has the 

“Drool Cleaner,” which features a canister filled with cleaning solution, a squeegee, and a brush. For walls, 

wood, and countertops that have been surfed and slimed, many dog owners swear by the Mr. Clean Magic 

Eraser. 

2. Runs in the City- Scooping poop isn’t so easy when your Tibetan Mastiff has frequent diarrhea. Try Dispoz-

A-Scoop. These scoopers feature a bag held on a rigid wire frame, with a cardboard handle that closes like a 

guillotine once the mess is tucked inside. For serious cases, slip a newspaper under the dog as soon as he 

strikes the telltale pose. Then toss a few paper towels over the mess, fold the papers, and transfer the bundle 

to the plastic bag. 

3. And in the Home- After cleaning up the solids, sprinkle baking soda over the spot, wait for it to dry, then 

vacuum it up the next day. 

4. Puddles- There are several products that contain enzymes or combinations of enzymes and bacteria to 

combat urine stains. The more popular ones are Nature’s Miracle and Simple Solution. First blot, don’t rub, 

away any excess before applying the solution. Be patient—it may take several hours to days to work. 

5. Skunk- For many years, tomato juice was the deodorizer of choice, but it doesn’t really work very well. 

Instead, try a combo of hydrogen peroxide, baking soda, and dishwashing liquid. The mixture must be used 

immediately, because it is unstable. If you cap it and attempt to store it, the container may explode. 

http://akcdoglovers.com/2013/08/01/cleaning-up-dog-messes/
http://akcdoglovers.com/author/americankennelclub/
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6. Gum Balls and Tar Heels- Sticky substances, such as tar and chewing gum, can be effectively removed 

with vegetable oil or peanut butter. One fancier suggests baby oil works as well.  Mild dishwashing liquid is also 

recommended, but always be careful to keep the soap out of eyes and ears. 

7. Floor Exercises- The Scooba is a small round robot that will wash the floor with just a touch of the button. 

It can be used with a cleaning solution designed for the Scooba, plain water, or a combination of vinegar and 

plain water. 

8. Fresh Blood- With any luck, you won’t be dealing with blood stains too often or on an ongoing basis. But, 

should you have to, the best way to tackle fresh blood on fabric is to soak the item and the stain in cold water. 

Some people also recommend treating the stain with hydrogen peroxide or a mixture of dishwashing liquid and 

cold water. 

9. Ancient Stains- As a rule, get it while it’s fresh. Dried urine stains can be particularly tricky, since you may 

be able to smell them but not see them. To find these hidden stink spots, try Stink-Finder, an ultra-violet light 

designed to make urine stains glow. Bio-Pro Research, LLC, offers its mini-urine finder, a small flashlight, along 

with its Urine Off enzymatic/bacterial product. 

10. When Decorating, Think Dog- Keeping canines in mind when designing or decorating your home 

can make it easier to maintain a pleasant environment, no matter what your dog digs up, throws up, or 

tracks in. 

From the Website Trips with Pets  www.tripswithpets.com 

 

How to "Curb" Car Sickness in Puppies and Dogs  
Much like humans, dogs and puppies can also experience a feeling of illness while on car trips. This car 
sickness can make pet travel, whether short or long, quite an ordeal for dogs and their families. Fortunately, 
there are things you can do to help your dog in the car. Read more...  at their website. 

 

Websites & Phone Numbers to Remember 

 
ESSCLI website – www.springerspaniel.org 

Pet & Food Recalls – http://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/dog-food-recalls/ 

Get the 411 on your dogs’ food – http://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/dog-food-network/brand/ 

Animal Rehabilitation Site – http://www.handicappedpets.com/ 

Poison Control – ASPCA Animal Poison Control Center’s 24-hour hotline (888) 426-4435 

American Kennel Club – www.AKC.org 

MB-F – www.infodog.com 

The Match Show Bulletin…be in the know about what is going on in the world of dogs in our area – 

www.Matchshowbulletin.com 

http://www.tripswithpets.com/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0014pGTyRf1tStWk2VpiPKFLMAIcaq820xb9FJEOUc51hVdAV0MILDkA1SsbuYUpVN5VXz-yCW-hN1h0DYOPNsD-29QW5M65UxyDmLzWXIW-46SlcYheSE3sddBANhiaRLil5sIMycNSm7xx1n4i3ikKt4kQACpUQh0mcvhOPxmh1R2aQafdvNEyjmr52FAuTr_UwgLrS6unMw=
http://www.springerspaniel.org/
http://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/dog-food-recalls/
http://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/dog-food-network/brand/
http://www.akc.org/
http://www.infodog.com/
http://www.matchshowbulletin.com/
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Rescue Boutique 

NEW  ITEMS  -  Visit  www.springerspaniel.org  to view our other items and to order via PayPal.  Please contact Gail 

Schuljan at esscli@optimum.net  for availability of embroidered items.  Checks should be payable to ESSCLI Rescue. 

SNOODS For SALE!  ORDER YOUR HOLIDAY SNOODS!!!!!!! 

Choose from several different themes…"Mix & Match" 

$10.00 each includes shipping 

Special "Mystery Snoods" for only $9.00 each 

Buy 5 and get 1 Free 

Embroidered English Springer Spaniel Men’s Golf-Shirts 

$30 each with dog; $35 with dog and name (includes shipping)   

Contact Gail Schuljan at ESSCLI@optimum.net for availability for your size and color, quantities 

are limited.  This is not available on our web-site. 

Custom- made in your choice of liver and white or black and white springer.  Can be 

personalized with your dog’s name. Please allow 2 weeks for your custom shirt to be made. 

Colors available:  Yellow, Royal Blue, Cranberry, Blaze Orange 

Sizes available:  Large, XLarge, XXLarge 

 

Embroidered Halloween T-Shirts  $22 each includes shipping 

         

Sizes and colors are limited.  Please contact Gail Schuljan at ESSCLI@optimum.net for availability.  These are not 

available on our web-site. 

http://www.springerspaniel.org/
mailto:esscli@optimum.net
mailto:ESSCLI@optimum.net
mailto:ESSCLI@optimum.net
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English Springer Spaniel Club of Long Island  
Annual Dues Notice for January – December 2014  
 
Regardless of whether you join the club, make a rescue donation or donate to the 

trophy fund, we would like to have your updated contact information and areas of interest. The newsletter will be 
sent to you via email.  
 
NAME:____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________  
 
PHONE NUMBER: ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
EMAIL ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________________________ 
(Needed to receive club information and the newsletter)  

 
Areas of interest: Show Obedience Tracking Field Rally CGC Agility Therapy Dog Rescue Companion  
 
DUES: Note: Associate membership is for individuals and families who do not live on Long Island  

Family $35  

Individual $25  

Associate Membership and Juniors $15  
PLEASE USE THIS FORM AND RETURN IT WITH YOUR CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO ESSCLI, INC. TO:  
Gail Schuljan, ESSCLI Secretary 120 9th Avenue, Holtsville, NY 11742   
  
  
 

Item Amount 

Dues $ 

Trophy Fund $ 

Hospitality $ 

Rescue Donation  
Please provide a separate check 
made payable to ESSCLI-Rescue  $ 

Total $ 

 

  

   


